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"Taiwan's manufacturers have found themselves at the forefront of the global push to

move supply chains out of "the world's factory"."
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The island nation that led the way into China is playing a key role in creating options off the mainland. 

When we look at US import data for broadly defined commodities affected by the Section 301 tariffs,

we can see plenty of examples where China’s market share has measurable diminished. For components

made from aluminum [HTS Code 7616.99.50.60] China’s piece of the pie has gone down by 3.8% while

the share of US imports has increased from Taiwan, Vietnam and Italy. See Figure 1 below 
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FIG. 1  CHANGE IN MARKET SHARE LAST YEAR

The shift in focus is convincingly explained by the U.S.-China trade war which has forced companies in

not only high-tech but also more basic metal fabrication industries (i.e. aluminum die casting,

component CNC machining, precision stamping) to reorganize their supply chains out of China to avoid

hefty U.S. tariffs. The corona-virus pandemic is only expected to accelerate the shift. "Distrust in China

is rising in the U.S. and Europe, which is pushing more companies to reevaluate China-dependent

supply chains," says Darson Chiu of the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research. 
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Taiwan's manufacturers have found themselves at the forefront of the global push to move supply

chains out of "the world's factory" as rising tensions between Washington and Beijing fuel demand for

commodities not made in the Peoples Republic of China. Global politics is not the only factor affecting

the shift as the cost advantage of producing in mainland China has narrowed. The minimum wage in

the city of Dongguan, where many Taiwanese companies have factories, has more than quadrupled in

20 years to $240 a month. The figure is about a third of the level in Taiwan, but almost double the cost

most of manufacturing labor in Vietnam. But with factory jobs becoming less popular in coastal China,

"we sometimes need to offer two or three times the minimum wage to recruit enough workers," says an

executive at one Taiwanese contract manufacturer.

The irony to this transformation is that Taiwanese manufacturers

like Foxconn Technology Group played a major role in turning

China into a manufacturing powerhouse. New Taipei based

Foxconn is the contract manufacturer that makes approximate

40% of the world’s consumer electronic devices, including Apple’s

iPhones and iPads.  An estimated 700,000 to 1 million Taiwanese

entrepreneurs have sought their fortunes on the Peoples Republic.

Within China’s massive process of transformation, Taiwan-based

entrepreneurs were the most important source of foreign

investment for export manufacturing and a critical behind the-

scenes provider of stable support for China’s maturing

developmental model’. In the words of Hsing You-tien, ‘Taiwanese

investors managed to improve productivity and to transfer

managerial knowhow and the capitalist ideology of efficiency to

China, and thus paved a fast lane for local China to link up with

the world market’.
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Taiwan is now looking inward. Cross-Strait Taiwanese investment began in the late 1980s and increased

steadily through the 1990s. It rose sharply after 2000, thanks in part to the two sides’ entry into the

World Trade Organization (WTO). The volume of new investment declined after the 2008 recession, but

rebounded sharply in 2010 to an all-time high. Even as Taiwanese investments have continued to flow

into the mainland, Taiwan has not become complacent. On the contrary, Taiwan’s media is full of worry

that its investors and managers will be replaced by China-based firms and individuals. Government

officials, business pundits and Republic of China entrepreneurs are constantly urging business leaders

to upgrade their operations.

700,000 to 1M
Taiwanese

entrepreneurs
have sought

their fortunes
on the Peoples

Republic
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Taiwan is also investing in other parts of Asia. In the first 10 months of 2019, Taiwanese firms poured

more than US$1.2 billion into Vietnam, up 56 percent from a year earlier. As of the end of October

2019, the aggregate investments by Taiwanese investors in Vietnam hit US$31.9 billion per Taiwan’s

Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA). Taiwan and Vietnam have signed a new version of a bilateral

investment agreement (BIA) in a bid to provide better protection for Taiwanese investors in the

Southeast Asian country. See Figure 2 below representing the value of aluminum [HTS Code 7616.99]

being imported to the United States from Vietnam. Almost a 3X increase in less than 5 years. This is one

slice of data representing the continue growth of Vietnam Manufacturing.

FIG. 2  EXPORT OF HS 761699 TO UNITED STATES FROM VIETNAM



Not coincidentally, a few months ago Foxconn, who played such an important role almost 20 years ago

in the early development reiterated that the company is diversifying away from its main Chinese

production base to mitigate the impact of disruptions. Its spending more than $500 million building

factories in India and Vietnam. Bloomberg has reported that Foxconn can now supply all U.S. demand

for iPhones outside of China.

Seven of the eight aluminum Vietnam based die casters we interviewed for this paper were owned by

Taiwanese entrepreneurs. Using primary data provided by Panjiva, these are leading exporters of

electro-mechanical components who service a broad range of industries including automotive,

industrial LED lighting and consumer electronics. These Taiwanese businesses are providing more than

investment capital but are also knowledge in terms of tool and die making, organizational management,

manufacturing engineering and quality assurance – very reminiscent of what we observed 25 years ago

when Taiwan played a key role in bringing this expertise into China. They are developing these needed

manufacturing competencies by relocating engineers from Taiwan to train local engineers and perform

the needed jobs.
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Escalators and glass walls have been

added to Beechtown Center, the

biggest events venue in town.

Vietnam like most of Southeast Asia is a work in process, as few firms, even those owned by Taiwanese,

have yet developed the depth of skills now provided by their counterparts in the Peoples Republic of

China.  Training and actual work is conducted simultaneously by Taiwanese, Korean and Japanese

expatriates for many required knowledge jobs like metallurgists, machine maintenance technicians,

CNC programmers and quality management - until such capabilities are in sufficient supply in the

developing countries.

What does this mean for US supply chain executives wanting to mitigate the geopolitical risks and find

reliable cost-effective suppliers away from China? Republic of China enterprises you may have worked

with on the mainland may also have operations in other parts of Asia. Companies that can coordinate

globalized vertical integration of Vietnamese factories (e.g. initial design for manufacturing support

from the US, tooling from China, technicians from Taiwan, raw materials from Korean mills, quality

engineering input from Japan).   Work with engineering sourcing firms with a history and presence in

Taiwan, who have experience in setting up manufacturing facilities in developing regions, can yield

significant dividends in a few short years.

To find out more about how your business can diversify and

strengthen your supply chain with Amfas International, please reach

out to us at info@amfasinternational.com


